
StudioDesk
a clutter-free workspace
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StudiodeSk StoreS cable clutter, adapterS and other unSightly 
meSSeS beneath the deSktop to maintain a priStine workSpace.
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DISTRIBUTION

SpeciFicationS

package contents: One Knocked Down Desk, Assembly Tools  

and Instructions.

materials: Birch Wood Table Legs, PB Board with MDF Tabletop.  

Drawer: MDF board, surface wrapped with Black PU.

Skus  assembled product dimensions  
Regular : SD2-WH 120 x 70 x 75 cm / 47 x 27.5 x 29.5" 

Extra Large: SD2-XL 150 x 70 x 75 cm / 59 x 27.5 x 29.5" 

ean codes   
Regular : 8 886466 091569 Extra Large: 8 886466 091576

deSigned to keep your deSktop SpotleSS
With StudioDesk, peripheral cords, adapters, surge protectors and cable messes are kept hidden in a storage compartment just 
under the sliding desktop surface.  

To access the storage compartment, simply slide the black leatherette wrapped drawer open and place a surge protector inside 
to power up your desktop essentials. A simple lock at the back of the drawer prevents the drawer from slipping off the desk. To 
gain full access and remove the drawer, simply unlock and slide the drawer off.

StudioDesk comes in two sizes, Regular and XL, and is easy to assemble by 
simply attaching the 4 legs. The wood details and legs are made from solid 
Birch and the top of the desk and storage compartment is finished in a white 
laminate to keep things looking clean, tidy and durable. 

Pricing is available upon request.

Xl regular
150 cm / 59" 120 cm / 47"

An elongated slot across the width of the 
desktop allows the necessary peripheral and 
power cables to enter and exit at any point.

cable Slot

There are two 
holes above each 
of the back legs to 
channel the surge 
protector cord 
down to connect to 
an outlet.  


